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Development Progress Report, July 1956* 
Central Patricia Mine.

Development progress at present is slow due to a number 
of factors* Production is being provided by 3 machines which 
yield from 4 to 5 machine shifts per day. Two machinea yielding 
4 machine shifts per day are engaged in driving ore passes 
which will give a considerably greater hoisting capacity* five 
machines are engaged in exploration work* Of these 8 are 
required in the crosscut on 1000* level whore drilling is slow* 
One machine is on 6E5 crosscut* On 1000 level the crosscut 
is not expected to reach the ore Bone until November and 6E6 
crosscut until October 1st* This work leaves only two machines 
actually developing ore; one on B shoot on 850* level and the 
other on H shoot on 375' level* The proportion of development 
machines actually in ore is obviously too small, but this 
condition can be corrected in a few weeks. Deepening of the 
shaft has likewise robbed the development schedule. As matters 
now stand it is difficult to provide for the operation of the 
diamond drill underground. For all these reasons development 
of ore is now below requirements and in addition results of 
development in A; D and E shoots hnve been less than anticipated*

In regard to these shoots some detailed exploration is 
planned, which may change the present picture. If work here 
is favourable, it may be anticipated that by the end of the 
current year with work on H shoot and on 685* and 1000* levels 
there will be in sight considerable ore, possibly enough to 
bring development into proper balance with current production*

My opinion is that directly, machines can be released for 
the purpose, a number of exploratory raises and sublevels be 
driven in those shoots where results have been poor. 375' 
drift should be extended Bast to explore for D and B shoots 
and 500* drift for part of A shoot and D ft B. There are 
many reasons to believe that detailed exploration in these 
places will materially and quickly add to ore reserves. When 
drifting on H shoot at the west end of the mine, a raise should 
be driven and later if required the 850' level extended in this 
direction. The possibility another shoot some 70* south of H 
should be investigated as soon as possible.

While current reserves of broken and unbroken oro are 
below the desirable limit, they are more than adequate to 
maintain production at the present rate until the work discussed 
above will put in sight considerable tonnages of ore.



Surface Drilling:
One diamond drill is now engaged in testing a band of 

iron formation striking eastwest and lying north of Crow river. 
8 holes have been completed, eaoh showing the band of iron 
formation. Only very low raines were obtained. A length of 700* 
of the band has now been explored* It extends east and vest of 
the section tested and will be followed out in eaoh direction. 
It has been noted to be slightly minerallBOd and lies near a 
porphyry mass. There is a ohanoe that to the west, away from 
the porphyry mass, it may oontain gold values.

500 north of this band is a second band of iron formation 
which has been tested with negative results by 6 drill holes. In 
hole S-141 an intersection of.9 1 was found to carry .89 02. 
gold. This should be checked by another hole nearby.

This second band has been shown by dip needle work to 
extend westward beyond the property* It should be followed 
by diamond drilling.

The main shearingnorth of the mine projects to claims 81," 
62 and 87. Drilling is recommended here.

A pronounced drag fold is indicated on claims 681 and 682 and 
672 and 673. This constitutes a favourable area and should like 
wise be drilled. It is noted that this area is out by a shear 
zone striking northeast from a mineralised area considerably 
south of the mine.

In the southeast corner of claim 2461 in the north part 
of the property some iron formation and a strong shear zone 
have been observed. A grab sample from the trench here showed 
.31 oz. gold. No extension of the iron formation was noted 
in drilling but the area should be drilled.

In claims 75, 72, 73 and 80, dipneedling and trenching 
have indicated a band of iron formation striking slightly east , 
of north. r 'v

In all it is estimated that upwards of 20,'OOD 1 of surface 
diamond drilling will be required for the west group of claims. 
The season of economical surface diamond drilling is e,bout 
6 months each year. To keep this phase of exploration in 
balance, about 6000 to 7000' of drilling can be conveniently 
done. It will thus require from 2 to 3 seasons to complete 
the surface drilling.

Some surface trenching should be done on claim 2023 where 
some quartz veins and iron formation outcrop. No values have 
been found there in grab sampling, but the area should be 
opened up by trenching and properly sampled.

       2*"At least two shear zones occur on claims 
694 and 696. These should be tested by diamond drilling.
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SPRINGER GROUP:

obvious o our B o on Springer group at present seems to 
be to drift on #6 rein as soon as power is available; 
accompanying this work by short diamond drill holes to test 
for parallel or branching veins.

The area at present cleared has been geologically 
mapped and this work o an be extended next season as circumstances 
permit .

STAGINGS;

14 claims have recently been staked north of the mine 
holdings. It is recommended that assessment requirements be 
met by having these surveyed. No rook outcrops on the ground 
and the diamond drill is needed for more urgent work elsewhere 
on the property. This survey will be required before October 1.

9 claims have been located this season at the southwest 
corner of the main property, 5 of the claims are completely 
covered by drift. The east four contain some outcrops and 
are now being worked. Present work shows diabase intrusion 
into greenstone out by granite dykes. A small lense of iron 
formation has been found and is irregularly mineralized. Grab 
samples show only trace. Assessment work 3s due in the middle 
of September.

UMDBRGOUND DBVBIOPMBMT PROGRESS;

C - Shoot -
C shoot has now been completely mined from 376 ' level 

to within 35 * of surface. The stope is being carried up 
from 500* level to 375' and the back of the stope is SO 1 
above the track. length is 140 *, width 9.3 1 and average grade 
is .6 oz. The drift will be extended west and a boxhole be 
put up to reach the ore above,' which rakes 580 east.

On 625 and 1000 ' levels the main crosscuts are headed 
towards C shoots on both levels. 685 level crosscut should 
reach the C shoot by about September 1st and 1000 level 
crosscut probably in November.

At 650' horizon C shoot is more than B5 1 away from the 
main porphyry dyke. It. is possible that with the flatter 
dip of the porphyry in the lower levels, intersection may 
not occur for some distance below. In the event that 
intersection does occur, there seems no reason why the ore 
zone will not persist below on emerging from the porphyry/ 
though within the intersection of the ore zone and the 
porphyry, the projection of the ore zone may be barren or 
low grade for several levels.



B-3hoot-
B shoot is stoped from 376* level to 185* level and backs 

have been taken down above* length is 82* width 7' grade .46 os* 
B-5 stope is now up 46* between 600 level and 875' level. The 
length at this horizon may be increased somewhat as a result of 
2 drill holes proposed to the west.l** "P* 1*M1V ** * a6'-

A barren pillar 20* long ooours in the east end of the 
stope due to lick of oross-fraoturing.

It is expected that below 685 level; the east cross-fault 
will intersect B shoot, with the result of raising the east 
side, whioh may thus be brought olose to or even to 500* level 
east of the fault. The shoot is raking into a narrow xone in 
the iron formation in horizons below 500* level whioh may 
result in higher values and lesser widths.

B shoot between 500* level and 075* level is estimated to 
contain the largest single inter-level block of ore - 
13000 tons as of July 1st.

A-3hoot-
A- shoot is still intact above 185 level* but is short and 

narrow. Between 850 and 185 it has been stoped but is short. 
It is estimated to contain about 1600 tons in this section. 
Above 375 it is 45 long by 6* wide, estimated at 8100 tons. 
On 500' level no stoping has been done in A shoot whioh is here 
almost continuous with B. Below 500 level A will probably 
merge with B.

D and B Shoote-
These shoots are located one on either side of the Bast 

fault, D to the west and B to the Bast. They are probably 
faulted segments of the sane body. No stoping has been done 
on either except a raise,B^l," in B and a small out in D on 
first level. B raise showed very low values as did the drift.

D shoot proper has not been located on 850 level, but 
8 drill holes have been planned to explore for it. 8 similar 
holes are planned on 185 level.

A surface drill hole intersecting olose to the raise ^' 
showed .68 oz. over li 1 and another hole 50* east showed .13 oz. 
over 6*. These holes out about midway between 185 level and 
surface. It is suggested that a sublevel be run from B-l 
raise towards these intersections. Several other drill holes 
east of these showed very low values. Two drill holes have 
been planned to test B shoot south of the drift on 185 level. 
On 850' level values were erratic. A drift was run towards 
an intersection of .31 oz. over 4* found in DDH-131. The only 
value was found near the intersection. The drift whioh is 
now in progress will be extended west and later the cross 
fracture will be slashed and possibly d lifted on.



Exploration of B shoot on levels below will be accomplished 
by extending the main drifts east beyond the east fault, which 
has not been done on any level below 860*.

D-shoot proper has not yet been located on 860 level but 
c drill holes have been planned to explore for it* On 186 level 
results of drifting were poor but it is possible that some 
values ooour north of the drift and holes have been planned 
to test this area which is close to the hanging wall*

Drilling from surface in this shoot shows 6 intersections 
practically all of ore grade close to the hanging wall*

A convenient method of testing this area will be to put 
up a raise from 125* level leaning towards the hanging wall 
and headed for one of the better intersections*

P-3 or H Shoot-
Surface drilling last fall west of the mine workings 

indicated an ore shoot some 800 feet west of the shaft. 7 
holes out the ore, 3 holes showed ore grade, with an indicated 
length of more than 160*. The 876 drift was extended west 
towards these intersections, the area lying below Crow river. 
At present a length of about 50* of the shoot has been 
exposed of narrow width and .4 gr^de^ . It is now open at both 
ends* The face shows oro and theA shoot has been slashed where 
it leaves the drift to the south* The drift will be extended 
east along it. The probability is that this shoot will 
provide a moderate quantity of good ore.

Two of these surface holes indicate a shoot about 70* 
south. One hole indicates .4 oz. over 4.6* and the other .86 
over 2'. The holes are 50' apart. This shoot will be 
investigated by drilling from 376 drift as soon as work there 
permits. The shoot should lie 650 1 west of the shaft on 375* 
level.

General Underground Bxploration-
An accompanying diagram shows the ooourenoe of several 

zones of iron formation, each of no great length. H zone for 
example is 230' long. P zone 220, another 190. Exploration 
underground has been confined largely to one of the 3 zones. 
Only one drill hole has been driven south for any distance. 
It is obvious that with tfeQ relatively short lengths of the 
bands of iron formation, these holes should be spaced 
relatively closely. It is suggested that the ground south 
of the drifts be explored by drill holes spaced at convenient 
places on several levels .

Drill requirements are now such that another drill is 
required for underground exploration. The drill setter could 
easily handle another drill and the results in development 
should repay the extra expenditure.



PROPOSED DRILLIHG:

185 level:
fDTFrom 18' B of ata* 813A* Bearing Horth 87 B length 60'. 

To test for extension of stringers In Xout.
(2) Prom 16' B.W. of Sta* 884* Bearing Bast, length 87*.
(3) Prom 80* Bast of St a. 888* Bearing 850V length 60*.

To test for possible on south oontaot of iron formation*
(4) Fro* 6* east of Sta. 886* Bearing S60V length 55* - 

Purpose as for

850 level:
D-8 Shoot"

(1) From sta. 310 Bearing 370V length 60*. To test for 
extension of ore stringers found in hole U-97 and 
probably striking southeast.

(8) From 6* south of 318A Bearing 350V length 55* - purpose 
same as hole

375 level:
(1) Just east of sta. 410 Bearing H88B length 60* to test 

for extension of oross fractureB in A3 zone.
(2) Just east of sta. 410 Bearing S45B length 85* to test 

for northeast stringers at right angles to northeast 
fault *

(Z) Contingent on 8 southwest of fault and parallel to it*
(4) 13* northwest of sta. 410 Bearing N86V length 45* to 

test area near north oontaot of iron formation west 
of A3 shoot.

(5) 10' northwest of 408A Bearing H85B length 50* to test 
west extension of sulphides in 935.3Xout. 
Extend raise drift part towards 03 shoot.

West 3eotion~37S level;
Drilling to test for occurrence of parallel iron band 
about 70* to 80* south and a second about 100* south of 
drift. 8 holes in 1st showed *4 over 4* and .85 over 8* 
in surface drilling,

(6) Deepen 119 by 100*
(7) * 183 by 100*
(8) " 189 by 800' for general exploration.
(9) 10' southwest of station 437. (383.3Xout). Bearing 

335V. Length 180* and deeper if U-189 shows values 
at depth.

600 level;
(1) Bast end main drift Bearing S88B Length 45' to explore

for iron formation east of Bast Fault* 
(8) 10* west of sta.P2 Bearing south length 70* to explore

iron formation south of drift.
(3) 15* east of sta.P8 Bearing south length 70*-same as f 8.
(4) B-5 stope 6* from HW corner Bearing 385V length SO* to

test for further oross stringers* 
(6 J B-5 stope 15 from Ut corner Bearing S85V length 35' to

test for further orose fractures.
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This section shows the distribution of lenses 
of iron formation in the vest part of the mine. 
The possibility that one or several of these may 
contain ore should be investigated by drilling and 
oorsBoutting.
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